A Note on Classical Solution of Chaplygin-gas as D-brane by Ogawa, N










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































gauge condition. The obtained action gives d-dimensional irrotational Euler
equation with given pressure as
_
v + v  rv =  
rP

; P =  
2

; v = r; (1)
where  is the matter density,  is the integration constant, and  is velocity













Due to the last term, we can eliminate  variable from the theory if we
















This kind of uid is called Chaplygin gas. (see the reference of [5]) And this
d-dimensional non-relativistic uid dynamical system has d+2 dimensional
Poincare symmetry with each generators given by Hoppe [2]. The similar
discussion is also given in 4-dimensional scalar eld theory using light-front
formalism given by Jevicki [6]. For the theory of uid, time and space trans-
lation (energy and momentum conservation), rotation (angular momentum
conservation), Galileo boost and phase symmetry (matter conservation) are
the natural symmetries. But these generators are totally (d
2
+ 3d + 4)=2
and lost d + 1 generators to construct d + 2 dimensional Poincare genera-
tors. These d+1 generators are the hidden symmetries in the theory of uid
dynamics, and this point was made clear by Bazeia and Jackiw. One is the
time-rescaling symmetry (dilatation), and another d-generators induce the
eld dependent transformation (Hereafter abbreviated as FDT) which mixes
the dynamical eld and space-time [4]. They also found its non-trivial nite
transformation form. On the other hand, Hoppe [2] has also shown another
gauge xing (we call Cartesian parametrization hereafter) which reduce the
Nambu-Goto theory to Poincare invariant Born-Infeld model. If we take non-
relativistic limit of this model, we have the Chaplygin gas. And also these
two models are equivalent by exact transformation [5].
Hoppe, Bazeia, Jackiw and Polychronakos have also given classical solu-
tions for these two models, which are related to each other by exact trans-
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formation. So let us speak about one model: Chaplygin gas mainly here-
after, but the translation to the theory of Born-Infeld model is always pos-
sible. Four classes of solutions were found there. The time rescaling and
SO(d)invariant solution, the static solution, general solutions for d=1 brane
and the solution linear in time which we will discuss in sec.4. If we nd one
kind of static solution, we can introduce time variable by Galileo boost, then
by using FDT, we get the various time dependent solutions. So is not static
anymore. In this sense, it is important to consider the static solution. The
static equation has special symmetry which we call generalized scale trans-
formation. On this symmetry we discuss in section 2 with its geometrical
meaning. In section 3 we discuss on the solution of static equation geomet-
rically, and we show there are non trivial solutions as minimal surface of
Plateau problem. In section 4 we discuss on the time dependent solution in
the sense of Plateau problem. In section 5 the relation to Hamiltonian-BRST
formalism is discussed. In section 6 conclusion is given.
2 Geometry and Symmetry
for Chaplygin gas
It is natural that d-dimensional Chaplygin gas has the d+2 dimensional
Poincare symmetry if we start from d-brane theory. But there is another
generalized scaling symmetry which we will see in the followings. Let us


















) = 0: (4)







) = 0: (5)
The same equation can be obtained by taking the massless limit. This equa-




;    ; r
d





;    ; r
d
are Cartesian coordinates on brane. We will
show it in the followings. The extrinsic curvature is dened as follows. Let us
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;    ; r
d
) = 0 in
d-dimensional Euclidean space (d-brane). We can introduce d-1 dimensional




;    ; q
d 1












where fi; j;   g run from 1 to d-1. Inverse metric is dened as g
ij
. Further
we add another coordinate q
d
normal to that surface. The surface is then
specied by q
d
= 0. So q's are constructing the curvilinear coordinate in d-


















;   . Then the metric in this curvilinear
d-dimensional space on the surface (q
d























Now we introduce the denition of extrinsic curvature by using metric on



















Note that ~r is specifying the point on surface and is function of fq
i
g, and ~n
is dened only on surface, so is also function of fq
i
g. If we move the normal
unit vector on surface, its direction changes, and its dierence projected to
the surface is the extrinsic curvature [7]. Then we can show that extrinsic
















































Therefore our static equation for Chaplygin gas means
 = 0; (10)
which is similar to Einstein equation in vacuumR = 0. There is deep relation








The surfaces satisfying  = 0 are called \minimal surface", and various
solutions are known. These solutions are discussed in next section. Here we




= F (); (12)
where F (x) is any real function satisfying dF=dx 6= 0. So if  is the solution,
F () is also the solution. We call this symmetry as generalized scale one.
For this transformation, action is not invariant but equation of motion is
invariant. This kind of fact occurs usually in scale transformation [8], and
scale transformation is one of the special choice of F . Note that we can
not use Noether theorem because it is not the symmetry of action. We can
show another equation of motion, which has time-dependence and invariance
under this transformation.





where V is the velocity of growing surface (~r; t) = 0. This equation is called
as mean curvature ow equation, and is used for the theory of crystal growth.
This is found by Ohta, Jasnow, and Kawasaki in '82 [9], and discussed by
several authors [10],[11],[12]. For this theory, physical quantity is not  itself,
but is the surface dened by  = 0. Therefore the symmetry (12) is natural if
we x F (x) to satisfy F (0) = 0. (This can be done without loss of generality,
since we have another trivial symmetry 
0
=  + Const:.) Only in static
case, this theory is the same as ours. This symmetry seems meaningless for
our time dependent equation (4), but this is not true. If we nd one static
solution, we have innitely many static solutions by transformation F . Then
we boost it to obtain the time dependence, and change it in non trivial way
by using FDT. The obtained time-dependent solutions depend on the choice
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of function F . In this sense, this symmetry remains in the time-dependent
solution due to the Galileo invariance of the theory. So it may be possible to
say, this generalized scale symmetry is hidden in the theory of Chaplygin gas.
And so the mean curvature ow equation (13) has possibility to transform
into (4), though it is still an open question.
In addition, if we take the massless limit for the Born-Infeld model, this















) = 0: (14)
3 Solution of  = 0
3.1 standard consideration
Let us construct the classical solution for static Chaplygin gas (5) in standard






















We look for the solution by variable separation method. Let us assume the

























































] = 0: (17)









































To obtain the solution for this, we assume all the f 's are equal to zeros.
Then for f
ij





















is the same form. The solution is






















where A;B;C;R are the integration constants.













;    r
d
) = F (
~
A  ~r +B); (23)
where F is any function, and
~
A;B are constants. This solution is obtained
by Jackiw and Polychronakos [5], but we have another solution. In the case




= 0 should be hold, and this is possible
only when d=2 (membrane). Then we have the solution,












;  are constants.
Using the generalized scale transformation,this is extended into,











normal vector for the surface  = const: constructs vortex like vector eld.
These two static solutions are not surprising in the view point of geometry.
Because the surface  = const: should have zero mean curvature. The rst
solution gives the at surface which is normal to
~
A, and the surface given
by second solution is the half straight line, which is at except the terminal.
Since our construction is depending on the variable separation method and
another assumption that all f
ij
= 0, these two solutions are not all. In fact
some minimal surfaces are known at d=3.
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3.2 d=3: static solution as minimal surfaces




;    r
d
) = 0,





) = 0 on G = 0: (26)
The key point is that l:h:s: is vanishing only on the surface. This is the
dierence to our solutions with minimal surfaces. But if we can rewrite the






;    r
d 1
), The form of [G] does not depend
on r
d
at all. So if the surface is minimal satisfying (26), [G] = 0 is satised






;    r
d 1
).
Therefore this minimal surface can be the solution of our problem. And then
our static solution for Chaplygin gas is given as
(~r) = F (G(~r  
~
R)); (27)
where F is any analytic function, and
~
R is the constant. So our purpose is
to nd the minimal surfaces. Let us here discuss only on d=3 case since it
is well studied as Plateau problem. In this case some non trivial minimal
surfaces are known.[13]










where a is the positive constant. Another example is the \right helicoid"
given by
x = u cos v; y = u sin v; z = av + b; y   x tan(
z   b
a
) = 0; (29)
where u and v are the real parameters, a and b are the constants. We show
another two examples.
\Scherk's minimal surface" is given as,
e
z
cos x  cos y = 0: (30)
\Enneper's minimal surface" is given as,




; y = v
3
  3v   3u
2






For right helicoid, we have solution as Chaplygin gas,




) tan(az + b)): (32)
For Scherk's minimal surface,




























But for Enneper's one, we can not simply write it in the form like
G(x; y; z) = 0. So it is still not clear at this stage. We just only put the
extrinsic curvature and induced metric on this surface.
g
ij



















which leads to  = 0 on surface.
From above consideration, at least we have three non trivial static solu-
tions for Chaplygin gas at d=3. And time dependence can be introduced by
Galileo symmetry and then changed by FDT. In this way we can construct
d=3 solutions as many as the minimal surfaces. The above minimal surfaces
are determined by minimum of area with xed boundary. This is well known
as Plateau problem. If we give the boundary as closed loop, the shape of
soap membrane can be determined by the minimum of area. This is just
the minimal surface:  = 0 everywhere on surface. On this point we give a
bit explanation. Let us consider the surface as z = f(x; y) with some xed
boundary C (closed loop). Then the surface with minimum area with xed
boundary is given by









where D is the region closed by C projected to x-y plane, and r is for x and


















































) = 0: (36)




) = 0: (37)
This means the surface is minimal: extrinsic mean curvature is vanishing.
So we should nally say that, nding the d-dimensional static Chaplygin gas
solution is the same as nding the d-1 dimensional minimum area surface
(minimal surface) in d-dimensional space. The relation to Plateau problem
with our time dependent d-brane theory will be discussed in the next section.
4 Time dependent Chaplygin gas
and Plateau problem
If we look back the Plateau action as , : (35), we see the quite good similarity
with time dependent action for Chaplygin gas and Born-Infeld model.





Then the equation for f(~r) is the same as the equation (36). This is the
minimum area problem for hypersurface z = f(~r), or saying Plateau problem
in d+1 dimensional space. The boundary condition is just the one for d-
brane. Note that in this case there is no generalized scale symmetry for f .
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The dimension of surface is now d but not d  1.
Therefore if we have n-dimensional minimal surface, n+1dimensional static
solution can be obtained then having time depenence introduced by boost,
and also we can construct n-spatial dimensional time dependent solution as
above.












This is just the relativistic version of Plateau problem, and we should con-




;    r
d
) in d+2
dimensional Minkowskian space, in which the essence is the same as orig-
inal Nambu-Goto action: minimization of world surface. It is possible to
rewrite this Born-Infeld action into the d+2 dimensional form as we have






;    ; r
d
; zg and taking metric 
AB
=
(1; 1; 1;    ; 1). Then for new variable ,


































) = 0: (42)
This means that  = 0 is the d+1 dimensional Minkowskian minimal surface
just like (5). The generalized scale symmetry appears here, but the\gauge




;    ; r
d
) gives the Born-Infeld model. The properties
of Minkowskian minimal surface will be discussed in further publication. For
this Born-Infeld action, if we take ansatz like  = t (~r),  satises (5) and
 = 0 gives the d-1 dimensional minial surface in d-dimensional space. So
we come again to Plateau problem. This ansatz was discussed by Hoppe [3]
in d=2 case.
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5 A comment on the relation to
Hamiltonian-BRST formalism
The treatment of constraint problem for the membrane theory has been dis-
cussed for a long time. The problem is due to its property of open-algebra,
that is, the eld dependence of structure constant for the Poisson brackets
between rst class constraints. The Hamiltonian BFV-BRST formalism of
path-integral has reached to the result on '83 given by M.Henneaux [14] [15].
For the path-integral in conguration space, Fujikawa and Kubo have given
another way [16]. These two methods are equivalent and constructed on the
basis of explicit covariant gauge for target space. For the equivalence see
appendix. In both cases, there appears 4-ghost term, and it seems usual for
general d-brane to have such ghost terms. But this is not true for other non-
covariant gauge. The starting idea on Hamiltonian BFV-BRST formalism is
to introduce the covariant gauge for the rst ordered (Hamiltonian formed)
path-integral formula. (I mean the covariant gauge as the one including the
time derivative of eld.) In this sense evenif we take the gauge function
equals to zero, gauge is xed already to take into account the time derivative
of auxiliary eld as gauge condition in this formalism [14],[17]. So if we work
with other gauge, this framework fails.
In the framework given by Hoppe and Bordemann, the gauge condition
was not so clear in the way of Dirac method for dieomorphism invariance.




to x that one gives the
same result as the ones early given by Hoppe and Bordemann. This is
shown by Hoppe himself in [3]. Use of this gauge condition with Light-
cone gauge(Cartesian gauge) changes the action into the form of Chap-
lygin gas (Born-Infeld model), which takes canonical form completely as
(2), and we have no ghosts in this gauge choice. In fact if we work with
Faddeev-Senjanovic formula, we can show it explicitly. (evenif we start from
BFV- BRST framework, this is so. on this point see appendix.) We start




























































is the Hamiltonian-momentum constraint, and 

is the gauge

















(k = 1  d); (45)













































(k = 1  d); (47)




















where   P
d+1
. These are the Chaplygin gas and Born-Infeld model.
6 Conclusion
We have discussed the classical solution for Chaplygin gas as d-brane. The
static equation for this theory has the geometrical meaning as extrinsic mean
curvature is vanishing. This means that the  eld extended on d-brane is
considered as the set of contour lines, and this line, or saying this surface, has
the vanishing mean curvature. Such a mean curvature less surface is known
as a minimal surface in Plateau problem. As a result if we nd n-dimensional
minimal surface in n+1 dimensional space, we have static n+1 dimensional
solution for Chaplygin gas. In this way we have shown some examples of
static solutions for Chaplygin gas from minimal surfaces. Furthermore if
we x the time dependence as  = t  
p
2mf(~r), we obtain d-spatial di-
mensional solution from d-dimensional minimal surface in d+1 dimensional
space. For the Born-Infeld model, this is just the relativistic extension of
Plateau problem and this interpretation says the same meaning as original
Nambu-Goto action: minimization of area for world hypersurface. Solving
13
this Born-Infeld model as Minkowskian Plateau problem will be interesting.
This is not only for its intuitive form, but also it is connected with usual
Plateau problem by analytic continuation. For example the Plateau prob-
lem in d=3 must be known as integrable, and if we change one variable to
imaginary time: for example y = it, the Minkowskian surface: z = f(x; t)
is obtained and  = z   f(x; t) satises equation (42). Therefore f is the
solution of Born-Infeld model. Using the exact transformation to Chaplygin
gas gives the general solution for d=1 case: string. It should be the general
solution given by Bazeia [4]. In this way there will be path from string in
(2,1) dimension to Plateau problem in d=3. In many cases our two models
are closely related to the Plateau problem. The theorem for the existence of
solution for Plateau problem is related to the mapping theorem of Riemann
in the theory of conformal mapping [19]. To study this point as physics is
quite interesting open problem.
7 Appendix















































































C; ;  are Grassmannian odd ghost elds, ; N are the auxiliary
elds,  is the gauge xing function, and T

is the Hamiltonian and mo-
mentum constraint.
(1)
U is the structure constant for the Poisson brackets
between 1st class constraints, and
(2)
U is introduced to obtain the nilpo-
tency of Q
B
. It is proved that the theory does not depend on the choice
of  [14],[15]. Evenif we take  = 0, gauge is xed already since gauge
condition is
_
N +  = 0 [17]. 2-dimensional spatial integration is included
in the contraction of indices. The indices ; ; ;    run from 0 to 2 with










we change the integral variables like  ! ;  ! ;  ! = then the
path-integral measure does not change. Then we take limit  ! 0 which






































If we choose  = (X;P ),  integration can be performed and to obtain




























This is clearly equals to the Faddeev-Senjanovic formula. In this way if
we work with gauge like Light-cone or Cartesian, we come to the Faddeev-
Senjanovic formulation evenif we start from BFV BRST formalism. But for


































































































These dened BRST transformations are proved to be nilpotent, and it is
easily seen that ; ;N;  are forming the BRST quartet. The theory starting
from the action (54) is given by M.Caicedo, A.Restuccia, and R.Torrealba
and called modied BFV quantization [18], though they do not discuss on
the reduction from Hamiltonian BRST formalism as above. Then we take































































Here we take the boundary condition that ghosts vanish at the boundary
of membrane. Because the Hamiltonian is quadratic for momentum, the



























































C. This is Fujikawa and Kubo's
formulation of membrane theory. From the above consideration, we have
shown various formulations are equivalent up to gauge choice and boundary
condition for ghosts.
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